
 

Name__________________       Date__________________

A compound subject has two or more nouns or pronouns with the same 

predicate. The conjunction and joins the subjects. A compound subject 

agrees in number with the verb. 

                   Adele and Bert write articles about food.

A. Write compound or not compound to describe the subject in each sentence.  

1. Diners and chefs read the articles.  ________________  

2. Restaurants follow Adele and Bert’s column, too.  ________________  

3. A new article describes the ingredients in a curry dish.  ________________  

4. Ginger and cumin are two of the spices in this dish.  ________________  

5. Bert and his partner eat in many restaurants.  ________________  

6. Adele tries a bite of all the appetizers, and Bert eats dessert samples  ________________   

7. The writers and their guests share the main courses.  ________________ 

B. Write the correct verb for each sentence. 

8. The soup and salad _____________________ delicious at The Stone Café.

                                    taste                     tastes 

9. This restaurant _____________________ ten kinds of pizza.

                               boast                   boasts

  10. Adele and her guests _____________________ very full. 

                                            get               gets 
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A compound subject has two or more nouns or pronouns with the same 
predicate. The conjunction and joins the subjects. A compound subject 
agrees in number with the verb. 

                   Adele and Bert write articles about food.

A. Write compound or not compound to describe the subject in each sentence.  

1. Diners and chefs read the articles.  compound  

2. Restaurants follow Adele and Bert’s column, too.  not compound  

3. A new article describes the ingredients in a curry dish.  not compound  

4. Ginger and cumin are two of the spices in this dish.  compound  

5. Bert and his partner eat in many restaurants.  compound  

6. Adele tries a bite of all the appetizers, and Bert eats dessert samples  not compound  

7. The writers and their guests share the main courses.  compound 

B. Write the correct verb for each sentence. 

8. The soup and salad          taste       delicious at The Stone Café.

                                    taste                     tastes 

9. This restaurant          boasts         ten kinds of pizza.

                               boast                   boasts

  10. Adele and her guests         get         very full. 

                                            get               gets 
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